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Get creative with this amazingly innovative coloring book, full of beautifully-designed cards and

envelopes to tear out and color.The twenty four beautiful designs include buds, blossoms, butterflies

and more and are perfect for all ages to decorate and send to family and friends. Take inspiration

from nature, or get experimental Ã¢â‚¬â€œ try unusual colors and different materials to make each

card truly unique! With enough blank space inside for a message, envelopes to customize and cute

stickers to seal your card Ã¢â‚¬â€œ this is the complete creative package!
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Rebecca Jones is an English illustrator living in Australia. After graduating from art school in

Winchester, she moved to London, where she worked as a textile designer. She worked there for a

few years, until her restlessness had her flying off to Australia in search of adventure.

This book is filled with original art, each image made up of beautiful flower patterns or flower and

butterfly patterns, all intricately detailed in beautiful patterns that will inspire you and the recipients

will love.This book is made up of light weight card stock paper and all of markers bleed through the

paper, but this paper is a joy to color on with colored pencils, you get bright smooth colors that pop

from the page. Gel pens leave a very very light shadowing.Each card when cut out and folded is a

square 5 Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¼ x 5 Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¼ inches.I love this book and I know my grandchildren will also



love coloring these special cards and sending them.1. This 10 5/8ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• x 11

Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¼ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• book is made up of:a. 24 cut out cards that fold in half,i. Each card has

a beautiful floral pattern and many have butterflies.ii. The back of each folded card will have a

special signature oval that says colored by.iii. Inside each card is plenty of room to add your

personal message Plus a flower to color in the corner of the first page, and a wreath to color on the

other inside page.b. You will also find 24 envelopes to color, cut out, and fold following the light

indentations on each envelope, these might be difficult to see in dim light but they are there and

easy to follow. The envelopes have a few artistically placed flowers and/or butterflies on one side

and a full page of small flowers and/or butterflies on the other side.c. The last page is made up of 24

round stickers to close your envelopes these are floral and butterflies, in pastel colors.2. Every

coloring page is made of light weight card stock paper3. All my markers both Alcohol based

(Sharpies, Copic, Bic) and Water based (Triplus, Koi, and TomBow) bleed through this paper

enough to ruin the cards & envelopes.4. Gel pens leave a very very light shadowing on the back of

each page ,5. Colored pencils are perfect for these cards and envelopes.6. I am adding pictures to

help you decide if this book is just right for you and later I will add some colored examples.

These greeting cards and envelopes are so beautiful and are a lovely treat for someone you want to

send a greeting card to. After these are colored and given, they are like a gift in themselves. I've

enjoyed being able to send them as greeting cards. The heavy paper is great if one uses gel pens

for coloring. Personally, I use a combination of gel pens AND colored pencils to obtain a beautiful

effect and add unique and beautiful stickers for the message inside the card.

The cards are nice, easy to color. You must fold the envelopes, and yes, the fold markings are faint.

These cards and envelopes are so cool! So far, these by Rebecca Jones never fail to impress. So

much more personal to color these all occasion cards with envelopes than sending pre-printed

cards. I like to get them as much as I like to send them! The stickers are a really sweet added

bonus! Can't say enough about these...

The artwork is beautiful but many of the details are very small, making each design take longer than

they appeared to on the cover. I found a lot of the artwork to look repetitive. I liked the stickers but

found it hard to fold the cards into envelopes--the instructions were not clear. I might just use a

regular envelope. I do love the art but wish there were some easier designs for a quick card and



better envelopes.

Butterflies took our coloring club by storm! We can't keep enough of these cards. We finally had to

go to another book of coloring pages To keep the peace among the group. We will be doing these

again next June 2017! We may end up buying another book to go with the present one on hand

because of the popularity of this book of cards.

Love these! I had some gal pals over to color with me and it was fun! I like the practicality of a

greeting card combined with the fun of coloring. Be prepared to spend time on these when using

markers because of the detail. However, if you use colored pencils, you can cover a larger area and

save a bit of time. Fun project with adults and kids alike! Who doesn't like receiving a card that

someone picked out and colored especially for them, including the envelope? I also bought the

"Summertime" one, and love it just as much!

I bought this book for my 91 year old Mother-in-law, who enjoys coloring while she fights lung

cancer. She has been turning her coloring pages into cards, so I thought she would enjoy the cards

and envelopes in this book. She has colored and sent quite a few and all the recipients have been

thankful to receive messages from her.
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